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IIow to MYake Geography au Attractive Study.

Mueli lias been said in the papers lately concerning the
8tudy of geography. Some speak of it' as a dry study
that miust necessarily bc carried on, others depreciate it
as worthless, a mere taxing of the memory to carry
8tatistics for exainination days, but of no real value;
'Others ask to hiave it banished from the school room,
thinking it a waste of time. As many children have
S8tili to spend much lime over it before il is banished
a1ltogether as a study, 1I would like to suggest one' or two
le aYs in, which it migît be mnade less of a dry and barren
,%son, and so gain some practical advantage from it
While yet Ik is sufforedl b remain. I do flot mean to

speak from mere theory, as to hiow it niiçjht be made
more pleasant and profitable, but from actual experience
in rny ow'n school-room, where the geography tesson is
one of the rnost. spirited and interesting of the week,
because, having sufl'ered from its dry details during my
own schooldays, 1 determined that my seholars should
flot suifer in the same way. As I have been feeling
my way gradually and making experiments in teaching
it with that view before me, perhaps some of my young
fellow-workers may find one or two hints of advantage.

First, I have a set of Guyots' Physical Ondtine Maps
(besides the regular Atlas), one of which 1 hang on the
wall during the recitation, for when once the pupils
understand the distinct coloring they are of thue greatest
aid in forming the idea of the physical characteristics of
a counhrv. Take for example the Continent of Europe.
Instead of being obliged to commit to memory-that it is
low in the north anid east, mountainous in the rentre,
south and west, a fact soon forgotten,they see by a glance at
the map .ust where aIl the lowlands lie, by the distinct
green color; just where the table lands begin to rise, by
the buif; where the mountains are high, by the deep
shiading; and the line of white distinctlv traces the
snow.-covered Alps. It fastens itself on the memory as no
mere learning cati fix it there, and the mind's eye always
sees it s0 afterwards. Then I follow Guyots' generat
idea. given li lis Earth and Man, of comparipg the chief
characteristics of the différent continents; how in the
New World the principal mountain ranges extend from
north to south, the subordinate ones, from east to west,
and how it is reversed in th l ot, and then I let
them point out and compare for themselves, the Rocky
Mountains with the Alps, Balkan, Caucasus, Pyrenees,
and the Mountains of the Appalachian System with the
Apennines, ranges of France, Russia, Scandinavia, &c.,
then glancing at the other continents to verify tl4e
principle, they easily retain the idea from interest in the.
fact. StAii following this plan, I let them compare the
indentations of coast with the even flowing outlines of
Africa, or S. Americai, and tell them of the nations of
sailors and merchants, who have naturally grown from
this fact. No child can fait to be interested in tales of
adventnre and discovery, in the brave Sea Kings'
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